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Resource Guarding 
 

Do you have a new puppy that growls, lifts its lip and freezes like a statue over its bowl you when 

you approach? Does the same behaviour apply if you attempt to remove their bone or a toy from 

their mouth?  Does your adult dog react in the same manner as described above or only gets 

snappy at other people who try removing food they are eating? 

 

What is Resource Guarding? 

This is a term used to describe a puppy or dog that becomes particularly possessive of certain 

objects and becomes aggressive/defensive if anything comes close to the object whilst in the dog’s 

possession. The most frequent example we see is when a puppy/dog is eating or chewing on a 

bone and a person or dog approaches resulting in the dog growling, baring teeth and in the worst 

case snapping and biting the approaching party. In essence the animal is “protecting” the item in 

their possession from being removed or “stolen”. 

They resource what is most important or valuable to them and can include a whole range of 

objects such as  food, bones, toys, clothing, bedding, furniture and even humans!  Basically if your 

dog finds something highly valuable they have the potential to start “guarding” this object.  

 

What causes Resource Guarding to present itself? 

Puppies often learn to guard things way before we bring them home. This behaviour stems 

from the puppy having to fight for survival - perhaps a teat for milk or for food with its siblings 

as unfortunately breeders feed a group of puppies out of one bowl instead of encouraging 

single eating habits. If the puppy learns that growling or snapping at its sibling helps it to get 

more food then it establishes a pattern. Some puppies then continue to display these 

behaviours when they go to new homes. Puppies also learn quickly that their new family also 

will back away from its teeth or growling and before you know it owners have learnt to also 

fear their own puppy. This is a serious issue and should there be young children involved, the 

behaviour escalates rapidly as puppies see children as their play mates/competitors and this is 

unfortunately how many young children are bitten. 

 

 

Let's look at this from a human perspective. You keep a money tin on your desk at work for the 

coffee/vending machine. You start to find money missing. Do you happily still leave it on your 
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desk? Most people would move it to a safe place to keep an eye on it, after all that tin has a 

high value for you and it's your well earned money. Now imagine a colleague comes into your 

office looking for a file, picks up your tin and moves it. Normal human reaction is to look, glare 

even at the person, jump up and move that tin again to a safer spot. Perhaps your temper 

flares a bit, your behaviour changes as you seek to ensure your valuables are safe. The 

colleague has no idea why you are acting so strange however backs away from you without 

asking and walks away. The next time they enter your office, they are cautious and do not go 

anywhere near that tin.  

This scenario is exactly what it feels like for your dog when you take things away from them that 

they value highly. Whilst we may not consider things like a smelly pair of socks or a half chewed 

bone to be very high on our list of valuable objects to dogs it is the best and most highly valuable 

resource they have found. They learn very quickly that if they don’t start “guarding” or “protecting” 

these object that they will continue to be taken away. This is how we see the increase and 

escalation in this behaviour.  

 

Let’s look back at our office scenario. You may have attempted to first give off warnings to the 

colleagues by moving the tin away but it was only at the point of you becoming defensive that you 

were finally able to keep them away from your tin. Behaviour often speaks louder than words and 

this type of behaviour will ensure your money tin is safe in the future. Your dog learns the same 

thing, that if it growls, or shows its teeth, it’s objects should be safe, however if they are taken 

away from them, they then need to up the ante to be able to protect their possessions and find 

that if they add in a snap or a bite it usually works. 

 

Resourcing my Human 

People often mistake their puppy/dog’s behaviour as being protective of the family or of them 

when the reality is that their pet has actually started to resource guard them. 

Some puppy/dog’s become very attached to their owners, especially if they are the sole carer, 

trainer and food provider to their pet. The puppy/dog looks at this person as a very high resource 

and may begin to “guard” this person by snapping or growling if anyone or anything else gets too 

close to them. Again, this behaviour is rewarded and escalates as the dog learns this type of 

aggressive behaviour successfully keeps other people or dogs away. If your dog shows this kind of 

behaviour please contact Positive Response IMMEDIATELY as this is very serious and dangerous 

and will need specialised training techniques. 

  

 

How to Reduce and Remove Resource Guarding 
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The most important thing to remember, whether your puppy does or does not show signs of 

resource guarding, is to NEVER forcibly take things away from them. If we snatch or pull things out 

of their mouths, they will learn to hold on tighter and this behaviour exacerbates and increases. 

NEVER allow children to play with/ pat a dog or puppy that is 

eating or chewing a bone! Children under 12 should always be 

supervised around puppies and dogs. Better to be safe than 

sorry. 

 

Swapping 

To remove an object from your puppy/dog, ensure that you can always give your puppy something 

in return of equal or greater value so that they feel like they are not losing out. If we look back at 

our office scenario, if you were asked could by a colleague for a loan from your tin and the 

following day, it was paid back and even with some interest, then you would be more than happy 

for them to continue to take coins when needed. Using a high value treat such as a bit of devon or 

ham or bacon is usually enough to convince the puppy/dog’s that they are getting a good trade.  

 

You can also start to teach a Release Cue here such as “Ta” “Out” or “Give” so they make an 

association that by releasing an item in their mouth when hearing that cue word, they are 

rewarded.  

 

Just like any other skill, learning to release objects must be trained. Create situations in which you 

can practice “swapping” with your puppy so that they learn the cue word and eventually you can 

work towards getting them to release an object in return for slightly lower value rewards such as a 

pat or a cuddle. 

 

The Positive Response team is here to assist you with any training required to help your dog 

overcome resource guarding behaviour. Contact us today to organise a phone/skype or private in 

home consultation or alternatively join one of our many classes. 

 


